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01 - Your first beat 

The Rockabilly Beat 
Possibly the simplest form of the rock beat, this is basically a rockabilly 
beat. It is a good first step before learning the, slightly more complicated, 
basic beat. It can also be played on the ride cymbal as well as the hi-hat. 
 

 

The Simplified Basic Rock Beat 
This is the next stage and introduces a hi-hat beat between the bass drum 
and snare drum beats. I have kept the counting simple to make it easier to 
learn. 
 

 
 

The Basic Rock Beat 
This is probably the most common rock beat. You will hear it in all types of 
music from jazz and blues, through rock to metal and dance music. 
 
The only differences between this and the previous beat are the way of 
writing it, counting it and that fact that is twice as long. Here you are being 
introduced to the standard modern drum tab. This is the alternative to 
writing it on five bar stave. The principle difference is the way that you 
count it: 
 

  
 
The hyphens mark sixteenth beats where there is nothing played and helps 
the reader to work out where the beats are in the bar. 
 
First we will try the beat without the hi-hat foot, too keep it simple. The hi-
hat foot, your left foot usually, will be permanently down, keeping the hi-
hat permanently shut. You might find it easy to lift your heel up off the 
pedal, which will keep the weight on the front of your foot, helping to keep 
the hi-hat shut for long periods. 
 

 

One and two and three and four and

  |1 2 3 4 | 
HH|x x x x | 
SD|    o   | 
BD|o       | 

  |1 2 3 4 | 
HH|x x x x | 
SD|  o   o | 
BD|o   o   |

  |1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o-------o-------| 
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Basic Beat with Hi-Hat Foot 
Now let’s try that again with the hi-hat foot. This is the most common 
placement for the hi-hat, though to be honest a lot of drummers barely 
even use there hi-hat.  
 
The opening of the hi-hat is great for adding dynamics to a beat, livening up 
a straight rock beat, creating a good funk groove or adding an extra element 
of noise in the build up to a chorus. 
 

 

  |1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + | 
HH|x-o-x-x-x-o-x-x-| 
SD|----o-------o---| 
BD|o-------o-------| 
Hf|----x-------x---| 


